Women empowerment & capacity building

The women empowerment & capacity building program was organized by Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan in this program we made about their rights and benefits provided by the governmental scheme like widows pension for aged, women exploitation and its related rights etc. Good knowledge of and exposure in marketing, strong research and analytical skills ability to apply monitoring and evaluation techniques related to economic empowerment of women, including data collection and management.

Environment Development

The declining number of forests in the area is a cause of worry for the people of the rural area, as forests are the alternative source of their livelihood therefore the steps of afforestation and stopping illegal activities of cutting down of trees should be undertaken to restore the natural resources so that rainfall and other climatic changes may be regulated. Organization has also work in theme of global warming & Biodiversity conservation. The use of certain fertilizers like urea, D.A.P. etc and presence of fluoride and other harmful chemicals contaminants the land and ground water resources.

Skill development training program

The organization had organized skill development training program in the District of Ajmer. In this program isolated BPL families were provide training for their self employment which may assist them in economic and skill development to lead their self dependent life. In this program are following training were provided

- Stitching work
- Door bell making
- Bag making
- Beauty parlor
- Food Processing

- Polyston toys
- Marble clay products
- Embroidering training
- Readymade garments
- Bamboo products
Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan About the organization

Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan (RSKS) is a non-governmental organization (NGO) based in Ajmer District of Rajasthan, whose focus is the development and empowerment of women and girls in Rajasthan. The organization was founded in the year 1992, by the group of young sensitive youths in the interest of the society. RSKS is pioneer in promotion of income generation activities for the deprived sections of the community. RSKS believes that the rural poor are capable of determining and building their future provided they are supported and facilitated properly. The organization works for the development of community through a number of activities any program. RSKS is registered a society under the societies registration act 1958 (Rule – 28). The foreign contribution regulation act (FCRA), 2010. 12A and 80G section of income tax, 1961. ISO 9001 – 2008 certified.

We provide underprivileged Rajasthan women and girls with as well as training vocational and social skills, to support them in developing confidence and self-esteem, and help them work towards financial independence.

We help these women break their cycle of poverty and financial dependence on family members, by teaching them valuable practical skills. RSKS gives them a voice and a support network to nurture their hopes and ambitions, which allows them the freedom to work towards an individual dream, a priceless gift in their oppressive social and economic situation.

Aims and objectives of the RSKS

The objects for which the Society is created are to provide relief to the people of urban and rural areas, poor, education, medical relief, and any other objects of Socio-economic benefit of the people and advancement of any other object of general public utility not involving carrying on any business activity and for such purpose.

All mankind indiscriminate on the basis of caste, color, creed religion, sex or language shall be the Beneficiaries of the organization.

The primary of the Rajasthan Samghar Kalyan Sansthan is to promote self esteem, economic, independence and the development of a skill set and social skills as a means of combating the traditionally enforced subordination of women within Rajasthani society. Many women have little or no access to education, basic health services, or even the right to negotiate their own relationships with the men of their family. These women need a voice, a support network for their hopes, dreams, and ambitions.

Development sectors working in

» SHG Formation and microfinance
» Rural & Agriculture Development
» Women empowerment and capacity building
» Self employment program
» Social information & education
» Social & welfare activities
» Livelihood training program
» Educational and skill activity
Activities

Women development activities
Rural women are violence, powerless and voiceless such women are not participating in the development process they were suppressed for centuries together in order to provide social economic health and political empowerment RSKS has implemented number of developmental activities

RSKS Organized 1188 Self help groups among
Total Village covered by RSKS - 411 Villages, Total Block covered by RSKS - 5 Block (Jawaja, Masuda, Bhiney, Shrinagar & Peesangan), Totally we have 13294 women enrolled in self help groups for their holistic development, the self help groups among women in panchayat federation and in a block, there is two block level federation, block level federation will be leading sustainability of the programme

Mobilization of Rural Savings
The total women groups had a saving of Rs. 31089200/- this amount has been useful for internal loan. All the SHG members have a right to take loan on interest, which should be repaid in an accepted installment. This rural saving has been useful for their children's education, replacement of housing roof, purchase of cattle, construction of low cost latrine and to start income generation scheme for supplementary income. Through this, they can completely delink themselves from the village money lenders, who are collecting exorbitant rate of interest

The shg members and the animators are representatives have been obtained number of training of enhance their capacity. Through this training, they have improved their social awareness, economic awareness, health awareness, political awareness etc. through training, they can also enhance their capacity to organize the groups independently and manage the finance and credit independently. They have planned and implemented number of collective action programmes and obtained number of welfare measures such as old age pension, ration card, overhead tank for drinking water supply, approach road, transportation facilities, school facilities etc. from government.

Education for livelihood program
The goal of the education for livelihood opportunities through exercise their right and entitlements by utilizing the existing local resources. The main objective of the education project is to develop the knowledge, skill of the marginalized women. This project helps to enhance improve their life and develop the positive attitude through community based training centers. This project helps to enhance improve their life and develop the positive attitude through community based training centers, one community organizer and one project co-coordinator. All the required infrastructure were furnished and the project has been going on with 400 enrolled women member for the sustainable livelihood.

Skill training for women
6 months training on cutting tailoring embroidery training programmes are started in two centers at Jawaja & Peesangan. Together 90 young women for the training.
Farmer Club

Animal Husbandry and Vermin Compost Training

Animal husbandry and vermin compost training experience in integrating meaningful women's participation in research programs and activities strong communication skills, both orally and in writing, in spite of geographic and cultural distance. Ability to work with minimum supervision established priorities plan work assignments, and meet deadlines.

Health

Education

In the Ajmer District Block of Peesangan & Jawaja Organization were major achievement is 342 Poor Women’s girls, drop out women’s were educated.

Views Interns

RSKS intern, if feel quite privileged to learn a concept of SHG with small deep & insight the chief functionary Mr. S.N. Sharma were really cooperative and have deep knowledge & at activities that can really help in the upliftment of rural poor. I learned a lot about SHG & JLG and will continue to employee there topic.

Akshay Rao Pawar
BASS student
Tata Institute of Social Science, Osmanabad District, Maharashtra

Under RSKS doing internship is really nice. All the members of RSKS are cooperative. RSKS is really working very well, has covered a large area. I learnt a lot of things like the concept of SHG, JLG, Livelihood program, thanks to all RSKS Member

Prabhat
BASS student
Tata Institute of Social Science, Osmanabad District, Maharashtra

Case Study

Sonu Devi
My Name is sonu devi. I am 32 years old. I was married at 16. I was joined Pathshala organized by Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sasthans. I was learnt more about education and livelihood and I passed middle level, after the livelihood training I earned more 4000 to 5000 Rs. Per Month. Thanks RSKS.

For a partner/Friend
rsks1992.friend@gmail.com

For a Volunteer
rsks1992.volunteer@gmail.com
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